
Welcome to our session!

This session involves a little bit of group work. 
Please try to have at least four people per table.



Sorting Through the Clutter
Improving Instructional Design 

through Card Sorting

Anne Burke
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Welcome! 



Fall 2009 Spring 2010 Fall 2010 Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012 Fall 2012 Spring 2013

FYWP 28 23 18 19 66 78 92 76

COM 110 9 5 10 5 11 5 8 7
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Undergraduate Instruction - Fall '09 - Spring '13

Opportunity: Expand F2F Instruction



Opportunity: Overhaul LOBO



Which topics to teach together?



Topics

• Scholarly vs. Popular

• How does a database work? What are you 
really searching?

• How do articles,  journals databases 
relate?

• What’s available via the free web?

• Finding and excluding specific publication 
types



Mini-Curricula



What are our learning goals?



Topics

• Scholarly vs. Popular

• How does a database work? What are you 
really searching?

• How do articles,  journals databases 
relate?

• What’s available via the free web?

• Finding and excluding specific publication 
types



Learning Goals

Students will be able to… 

… access 
information to 
satisfy their 
research 
objectives

… evaluate 
whether an 
information object 
is appropriate to 
their needs



Learning Goals > Topics

Learning Goals Topics
Students will be able to 
access information to satisfy 
their research objectives

• Scholarly vs. Popular

• How does a database 
work? What are you really 
searching?

• How do articles,  journals 
databases relate?

Students will be able to 
evaluate whether an 
information object is 
appropriate to their needs

• What’s available via the 
free web?

• Scholarly vs. Popular

• Finding and excluding 
specific publication types



Card Sorting



What is cardsorting, anyway?



Your turn



http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neon_Open_green.jpg



THE BIG IDEA

You’ve completed an inventory of the 
topics you teach; now you want to 
create “packages” that group related 
topics together in a mini-curriculum.

Which topics should be grouped 
together into packages?



OBJECTIVE

Given an inventory of items, 
split them into natural, thematically-
or topically-related groupings.



NOTE

Keep your card set intact; 
don’t mix them with your neighbors’ 
cards! 

Everyone will need their own full deck 
for Activity 2.



INSTRUCTIONS

• Sort your cards into piles of “similar” topics.

• Piles should have at least 2 (preferably 3) cards. 

• If you have cards that don’t fit anywhere, make an 
“orphan” pile.

• If a card fits in more than one pile, choose the pile 
that fits best.

• After sorting all the cards, give each pile a name 
based on the cards’ topical similarity. Write the 
name on a post-it and label the pile with it.



This is what it should look like.



INSTRUCTIONS 2:007:0010:009:008:000:106:000:051:000:150:303:004:005:00OVER

• Sort your cards into piles of “similar” topics.

• Piles should have at least 2 (preferably 3) cards. 

• If you have cards that don’t fit anywhere, make an 
“orphan” pile.

• If a card fits in more than one pile, choose the pile 
that fits best.

• After sorting all the cards, give each pile a name 
based on the cards’ topical similarity. Write the 
name on a post-it and label the pile with it.

9:308:307:306:305:304:303:302:301:30



0:100:051:000:150:303:00OVER2:301:30CONSOLIDATION 2:00

In pairs/trios:

• Compare your sorts with your partner(s).

• Discuss similarities and differences.



ROOM DISCUSSION

• How did the sorts compare to your partner’s?

• Were there items that you didn’t agree on?

• How easy or hard would it be to develop a 
sort that satisfied everyone? What points of 
contention might there be?



http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neon_Open_green.jpg



THE BIG IDEA

Based on your inventory of topics, you 
made an “educated guess” at a set of 
five learning goals that you think span 
your curriculum. You want to see how 
you did.

How well do the topics you teach fit into 
your draft learning goals?



OBJECTIVE

Given an inventory of items and a set 
of pre-defined categories, sort the 
items into the appropriate categories. 
Evaluate the categories for fit against 
the item collection and vice-versa.



INSTRUCTIONS

• Arrange the purple sheets, face up, around the table. 
• These are your learning goals.

• Walk around the table. 

• Place topic cards from your deck on the purple goal sheet 
that you feel fits each card best.

• You can duplicate a card if you think it fits two goals. 

• You and your table-mates may place the same card on the 
same learning goal.

• If you have cards that don’t fit on any goal, set them aside.

• Once all cards are matched with purple sheets (or set aside), 
the activity is complete. 



This is what it should look like.



0:106:000:051:000:156:300:303:004:005:005:304:303:302:30OVER1:30INSTRUCTIONS

• Arrange the purple sheets, face up, around the table. 
• These are your learning goals.

• Walk around the table. 

• Place topic cards from your deck on the purple goal sheet 
that you feel fits each card best.

• You can duplicate a card if you think it fits two goals. 

• You and your table-mates may place the same card on the 
same learning goal.

• If you have cards that don’t fit on any goal, set them aside.

• Once all cards are matched with purple sheets (or set aside), 
the activity is complete. 

2:007:00



CONSOLIDATION

At your table:

• What does the result of this card sort suggest 
about our learning goals and topics?

• What cards couldn’t you place?

• Did your table-mates’ placement of cards have 
any influence on your choices?

• Are these goals a good fit for the topics? Are 
there any goals that are over/under-loaded?

• What might be changed to make a better fit?

0:100:051:000:150:303:00OVER2:301:302:00



Summing up





Outcome: 
Our First “Teach Yourself” Package!



Teach Yourself!
• Advanced Tools & Strategies for Finding Articles

• Finding Books

• Beginning the research process

• Understanding Scholarly Sources

• Evaluation

• Citation

Outcome: 
With a plan for more….



Outcome: 
Library Instruction Options



Outcome: 
Strong learning goals



CARD SORTING VARIATIONS

• Duplication allowed / forbidden

• Can add “missing” items

• Individual / Group

• Mandatory min / max pile size

• Orphan items allowed / forbidden

More info on card sorting:
http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/card-sorting.html

http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/card-sorting.html


BRAINSTORMING

• Where in your own work do you think 
card sorting might be useful?

• Have you used card sorting in the past? 
What was your experience?

Questions? Comments?



Thank You!

Anne Burke – anne_burke@ncsu.edu

Andreas Orphanides – dre_orphanides@ncsu.edu 


